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Sir,

Sub: Land Pooling Scheme - Transfer of ownership rights to
the Authority vis-d-vis Transfer of ownership of
reconstituted developed plots/land to the land
owners or other transferees- Conveyance of Title -
Opinion - Reg.

I have been asked to give my opinion in regard to the following
issue.

" Whether The A.P. Gapital Region Development Authority
or its transferees would acquire valid and marketable
title over the property that \ ras transferred by the land
owners under The Andhra Pradesh Capital City Land
Pooling Scheme Rules, 2A15 ?"

01. The Government of Andhra Pradesh with an intention to build

People's Capital at Amaravathi has legislated 'The Andhra

Pradesh Capital Region Development Act, '2014', herein after

referred as 'Act' in short, and developed a statutory Land Pooling
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Scheme ie., 'The Andhra Pradesh Capital City Land Pooling

scheme (Formulation and lmplementation) Rules, 2015', herein

after referred as 'LPS Rules" in short. For such purpose "Capital

Region Development Authority" was constituted under sub-section

(1) of Sec.4 of the Act, herein after referred the same as

'Authority'.

02. The 'Act' is a Special Legislation and the 'LPS' is a statutory

scheme. The beauty of the scheme is that a Land Pooling

Mechanism is adopted for development of the Capital City area in

association with land owned individuals or group of land owners,

who are willing to transfer their respective ownership rights to the

'Authority', who would later transfer ownership rights over the

reconstituted developed plots/developed land.

03. Sec.52 of the Act says about the Land Pooling Scheme,

which is intended for land owners volunteering to surrender their

land against a guaranteed return of a developed and re-constituted

ploUland. As per Sec.56, S.57, S.58 & S.59 /w. Rule 5(1); the

'Authority' may undertake to develop a Land Pooling Scheme
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pursuant to the notification issued under sub-section (5) Sec .43 of

the 'Act'. As per sec,52 rrw. sub-clause 2 (A) of Rule 5 and

schedule-lll, the 'Authority' shall guarantee the return of

developed/reconstituted residential and commercial plots/land and

extend other benefits to the land owners per every acre of original

land (Patta/Assigned etc.,) surrendered under the LPS. However

the extent that will be allotted may vary and depends on the nature

and category of land transferred. The balance land would vest

with the 'Authority', which would be utilised to build capital city

development project or for other public purposes or transfer for

consideration or to lease out to other individuals or legal entities

etc., for a specified object. sec.10 (1) (b) (ii) empowers the

Authority to develop the secured land either by itself or jointly with

a developer entity or through any reputed agency selected

following prescribed procedure which is fair and transparent or

through any local body. For such purpose, a detailed mechanism

for procuring lands under LPS/ LA/ Negotiated Settlement policy/

alienation, the Chapter lX, s.124, S.126, S.130 of the Act, LpS
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Rules with schedules 1 to 5 may be read as part of this regar

opinion.

04' on perusal of the objective of the Act as well as the Lps,

undoubtedly it is a beneficial legislation thereby individuals or

group of persons, lnstitutions etc., would be benefited apart from

building 'People's Capital' for the State of Andhra pradesh. The

'Act' is not only beneficial legislation and it is to be considered as a

special legislation. lt is well settled Law that a 'special Law would

prevail over Generat Law'. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in their

Judgment referred in AIR 1982 sc 137 at13g observed that,it is

a well-settled canon of construction that in construing the

provisions of such enactments, the Court should adopt that

construction with advances, fulfills and furthers the objective of

'Act' rather than one which would defeat the same and rendered

the protection illusory'. ln another citation reported in AIR 19g6

supreme court 463 at 465 and in AIR 1988 sc 587 at 5g3, the

Apex Court in constructing the provisions of the beneficial

Legislation, observed that 'Court has to bear in mind that it is a

beneficial enactments, the court shoutd follow a policy of
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benevolent and liberal construction rather adopting a narrow

interpretation'. ln another citation reported in AIR 1987 SC 1070 at

1078 observed that 'all interpretation must sub-serve and help

implementation of the intention of the legislature'. Thus, it is the

opinion of the Hon'ble Supreme Court that the Court should give

Special Emphasis for imptementation of Special and Beneficial

legislations.

05. As far as transfer of ownership is concerned, Sec.S of the

Transfer of Property Act, 1882 define the "Transfer of Property"

means; An Act by which a living person conveys property, in

present, or in future to one or more other living persons, or to

himself and one or more other living persons and "to transfer

property" is to perform such act. ln this Section "living person

includes a company or Association or Body of lndividuals, whether

incorporated or not, but nothing herein contained shall effect any

law for the time being in force relating to "Trahsfer of Property" to

or by companies, Associations, Body of individuals. Thus, a

transfer can be made intervivos ie., in between the parties by
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operation of Law. The land owners voluntarily and willingly

transfers their respective properties in favour of the Authority,

which in consideration transfer other extent of developed land in

the shape of re-constituted plots to the land owners. The tand

owners initially enters into a development agreement with General

Power of Attorney and hand over possession of the land to the

Authority and inturn the Authority develops the land and later on

the land owners transfers the ownership rights to the Authority in

view of Land Pooling Ownership certificates(LPOC) of

reconstituted developed residential and commercial plots/ land.

On close consideration of mechanism, there is no irregularity or

improbability in the Land Pooling scheme, which is a statutory

scheme, developed and legislated by The Government of Andhra

Pradesh. The statutory scheme as enumerated in the Act & LPS

Rules by virtue of a Special Law would always prevail over the

General Law of transfer and the person, who is allotted with such

developed and re-constituted ploUland would acquire valid right

and conferred with marketable title and possession over the
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property. Such scheme does not amounts to violation of any Law

or Public Policy.

06. LPS Rules, 2a15 are in conformity of Sec. 4g (4) (a) & Sec.52

of the 'Act'. Sec.57 (2) is very clear that the notified area under

the final Land Pooling Scheme shall vest absolutely with the

Authority or the developer entity, as the case may be, free from all

encumbrances for re-constituting the developed plots and

implementing the Land Pooling Scheme. As per Sec.57 (3) & 4),

the Authority shall issue a land pooling ownership certificate

containing the details of the land owners' original land and that of

the re-constituted ploUland, including its original ownership details,

along with a sketch of re-constituted plots and such certificate shall

be the conclusive evidence of the title of the property in respect of

the re-constituted ploUland and shall be eligible for transfer of

rights of the property in accordance with provisions of The

Registration Act, 1908. On overall consideration on transfer of the

land owners and on such development in accordance with LPS

Rules, the Authority becomes the owner of such land within such
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notified area. Legally speaking issuing such certificate of title in

respect of the land covered within notified area, conveys title to the

ploUland that was already with the Authority and thereafter cause

entry of such ownership details into the records of the registration

department without any cost to the land owner.

A7 . Sec.130 of the Act says about 'disposal of land and other

property by the Authority. Any land acquired by the Government

and transfer to the Authority or any Government Land alienated to

the Authority, with or without development thereon or any other

immovable property belonging to the Authority, can be disposed

by the Authority in accordance with standing orders made for the

purpose in this behalf. On overall consideration of the Act as well

as LPS Rules, it is abundantly clear that the land vested on the

Authority shall be the absolute property of the Authority free from

all encumbrances and the Authority may summarily evict illegal

occupants, if any, and enforce the scheme. The allotment

procedure is more fully mentioned in Amaravati Land Allotment

Rues, 2017 and Land Allotment Regulations, ZAfi. The Authority
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2A17 and Land Allotment Regulations , 2017 and other conditions

applicable from time to time.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

?*tlrfz9> .,\\f\r"
Somu Krishna MutthY

ADVOCATE
# 29.37-64, ELURU ROAD,
NEAH V! JAYA TALK!ES,

VI"IAYAWADA.S2O OO2.
Ph:2432513


